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Abstract

This paper reviews the use of archaeological and documentary sources in the understanding
of the past in Island Southeast Asia. The relationship between these two sources of data (and
data sources that cross the boundaries of these categories) has varied over time, depending
on the availability of data, changing interpretive strategies and scholarly trends and in� u-
ences. The wealth of documentary sources relevant to Island Southeast AsiaÕs past, and the
increasing availability of detailed archaeological data have increased the potential to under-
stand the past in this region from a variety of points of view. While this potential has not
yet been fully realized, in part due to an unsophisticated use of these separate lines of evi-
dence, recent scholarship has pushed the boundaries and revealed new information and
insights into this history.

Cet article passe en revue lÕutilisation de sources documentaires et arch� ologiques dans la
connaissance du pass�  des ”les du Sud-Est asiatique. La relation entre ces deux sources dÕin-
formation (et les sources qui d� passent les limites de ces deux cat� gories) a � volu�  au � l du
temps en fonction de la disponibilit� des donn�es, des changements dans les strat� gies dÕin-
terpr� tation et des tendances et in� uences acad� miques. La richesse des sources documen-
taires utiles dans lÕ� tude du pass�  des ”les du Sud-Est asiatique, et la disponibilit� croissante
de donn� es arch� ologiques d� taill� es ont permis, ˆ plusieurs niveaux, de faciliter la com-
pr� hension du pass�  de cette r� gion. Bien que ce potentiel nÕait pas encore � t�  compl� tement
exploit� , en partie ˆ cause dÕune utilisation peu raf� n� e de ces distinctes cat� gories de
preuves, des � tudes universitaires r� centes ont repouss�  ces limites et ont d� voil�  de nou-
veaux indices, permettant ainsi de mieux p� n� trer lÕhistoire des ”les du Sud-Est asiatique.
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INTRODUCTION

The relationship between material and textual data sources in investigating
past human cultures has long been an explicit concern for scholars. Since
archaeologists are typically more likely than historians to collect and interpret
both kinds of data in their raw forms, they have also been the source of most
of the scholarship on the relationship between the two kinds of data. The use
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of archaeological and documentary data in Island Southeast Asia has had its
own particular trajectory of scholarship. This history of scholarship has been
de� ned, as in other regions, by the nature of archaeological sites, their accessi-
bility to certain restricted groups of archaeologists, as well as the sources and
availability of textual sources. Below is a review of these region-speci� c disci-
plinary paths, a description of the unique nature of textual and material evi-
dence related to Island Southeast Asia, and contextualization of the historical
archaeology of the region in global scholarship. 

DOCUMENTS AND MATERIAL REMAINS: WHERE ARE WE NOW?

Archaeologists and historians have used a combination of documents and
material remains to investigate and interpret the past from the beginnings of the
disciplines. While these two types of data require different research methods,
some scholars have developed the required skills to work with both. More typ-
ically, however, historians and archaeologists have relied on each other to do
the initial data recovery and interpretation, and worked with secondary sources
for areas outside of their particular disciplinary boundaries. The increasing spe-
cialization in academic scholarship has had the effect of further limiting the
crossing of disciplinary boundaries. Few scholars who identify themselves as
ÒarchaeologistsÓ can be found working in archives, and even fewer ÒhistoriansÓ
can be found excavating archaeological sites. 

The development of ÒanthropologicalÓ archaeology in the US and Europe has
also contributed to this disciplinary split. While classical archaeology is rooted
in art history, and typically requires its practitioners to be well versed in the
documentary record of the classical world, anthropological archaeology began
with a speci� c focus on the ÒprehistoryÓ of non-literate groups. The explicitly
scienti� c and generalizing orientation of the New Archaeology of the 1960s
largely rejected the Òculture historyÓ of earlier archaeology in favor of the
investigation of cultural processes (Flannery 1972; Trigger 1989). One effect of
this has been to both demand more time for training in natural scienti� c meth-
ods and de-emphasize the usefulness of written documents, with their speci� c
and temporally narrow cultural data.

However, a cross current in anthropological archaeology was the simultane-
ous development of historical archaeology. While this subdiscipline has been
subjected to varying de� nitions and restrictions by its self identi� ed practitioners
(Andren 1998; Schuyler 1978), most historical archaeologists see themselves as
archaeologists � rst, who also use the texts written by and/or about the people
whoÕs past they are studying. The subdiscipline of historical archaeology (which
can be viewed as a mosaic of other more specialized traditions such as medieval
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archaeology, culture contact archaeology, colonial archaeology, etc.) has also had
internal divisions that mirror those in anthropological archaeology, such as be-
tween an emphasis on culture history and process, science, post modernism, etc.
(M. Hall 2000; Kirch and Sahlins 1992; Knapp 1992; Leone and Potter 1988;
Lightfoot 1995; Orser 1996; Rogers and Wilson 1993; Schuyler 1988; South 1977).

Anthropological archaeology today incorporates all of these historical trends,
as well as some new attempts to move past their theoretical limitations. Both
older culture history and more recent culture process orientations continue to be
represented in the literature (with culture history perhaps more common in American
historical archaeology and cultural resource management research). Some have
called for a holistic approach that incorporates both particularistic studies and
cross-cultural generalizing ones (Trigger 1984; Trigger 1989). Archaeologists
have looked to historians who are sympathetic to generalizing approaches (such
as those in the Annales school) for models of incorporating particularistic textual
data into variable temporal scales typical of archaeological research (Bintliff
1991; Knapp 1992; Last 1995). Unfortunately, much of this attempt to integrate
archaeology and history would appear to relegate archaeology solely to the
longue dur� e, ignoring the potential relevance of archaeological data to shorter
terms, or even events. However, they have highlighted the potential of long-
term culture history to provide general conclusions that are applicable cross-
culturally.

These myriad in� uences and cross currents, along with broader debates in 
the humanities and social sciences, have all in� uenced the ways scholars have
used texts and material remains in combination. These in� uences have been ana-
lyzed extensively in other publications, some with book length treatments, and I
will not attempt to review them all here (Andren 1998; Beaudry, Cook, and
Mrozowski 1991; Bintliff 1991; Boyd, Erwin, and Hendrickson 2000; Faubion
1993; Kepecs 1997; Kirch and Sahlins 1992; Leone and Potter 1988; Lightfoot
1995; Schuyler 1978; Schuyler 1988; Trigger 1989; Young 1988). Another topic
of concern that I will not attempt to review closely is the role of oral history,
tradition and myth in combination with archaeology (Kus 1997; McBride and
Rudden 2000). However, I will discuss some currents of debate that appear to
me to be most salient for the discussion of the use of texts and material remains
in Island Southeast Asia. These include assigning the appropriate interpretive
ÒweightÓ to each body of data and different strategies for combining the dis-
parate data obtained from texts and material remains to create interpretations
that transcend the individual limitations of each kind of data.
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ASSIGNING INTERPRETATIVE WEIGHT, TRANSCENDING TYRANNY

The famous epitaph that historical archaeology is an expensive way to � nd
out what we already know about the past sums up one critique of archeologi-
cal studies of periods from which we have written texts. Historical archaeolo-
gists typically see this statement as an example of a pervasive Òtyranny of the
textÓ in academic and popular culture (Champion 1990; Thurston 1997). They
echo an earlier call by New Archaeologists for archaeology to free itself from
misleading conclusions derived from culturally constructed history (Binford
1962; Clarke 1973). This view holds that western academic culture (which is
populated by individuals who gain their authority and status largely from read-
ing and writing texts) places too much emphasis on writing, and not enough on
material objects. Euro-American culture in general often confuses writing for
truth. In this view, we do not Òalready knowÓ everything even if we have exten-
sive texts, and archaeological data can provide an alternate point of view (Kirch
and Sahlins 1992; Leone and Potter 1988). This alternate point of view has the
potential, for example, to give a historical voice to those people traditionally
missing from the documentary record: the colonized, the poor, the less educated,
illiterate, and Òthose of little noteÓ (Ferguson 1992; Scott 1994). Archaeological
data can therefore � ll gaps in our knowledge, somehow making historical stud-
ies more Òcomplete.Ó

If we accept that archaeological data has a valuable contribution to make, 
we are still left with the problem of how to weigh these different types of evi-
dence, particularly when they appear contradictory. On one side, some historical
archaeologists (echoing both Binford and Foucault) claim that written sources,
particularly those from colonial contexts, are ideologically tainted, and the
archaeology of material culture provides the only portal to a non-ideological
ÒtruthÓ (Rubertone 1989; Trouillot 1995). Others use textual data to construct
hypotheses that can then be ÒtestedÓ against archaeological data. This method
allows for contradictions to be highlighted, which can often provide insights
into the cultural production of texts. However, debate continues on how method-
ologically separated the two lines of evidence actually are in constructing
ÒhypothesesÓ and Òtests.Ó Some types of data, such as inscriptions, actually fall
between; they are both texts and artifacts, and require the use of both historical
and archaeological methods (Morrison and Lycett 1997). Methodological sepa-
ration is an important part of source criticism, and remains an area of concern
(Andren 1998; Feinman 1997; Kowalewski 1997). 
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BEYOND ARTIFACTS AND TEXTS

Although the process of assigning the appropriate weight and methodological
status to textual vs. material evidence remains unclear, what is clear is that the
two kinds of evidence used together can provide more interpretive power than
either used alone. For example, while archaeologists and historians had worked
separately on the problem of Danish state formation (AD 800-1050), they had
come up with different conclusions regarding the chronology and spatial extent
of political integration. ThurstonÕs study uni� ed these previously contradictory
models in a way that showed both to be ÒtrueÓ; discrepancies between the data
mirrored actual con� icts during this period of social transformation to statehood
(Thurston 1997). Others have used texts and materials to extend the dynamics
of the ÒhistoricalÓ period into the arti� cially static ÒprehistoricÓ past through
analogy (Deagan 1988; Kolb 1997; Lightfoot 1995). This line of thinking is an
important component of so-called ÒholisticÓ or interpretative archaeology, which
seeks to re-introduce culture history into archaeology, and at the same time
introduce the longue dur� e into history, while incorporating theoretical and/or
comparative perspectives.

The common themes linking much recent scholarship in historical archaeol-
ogy, including that discussed above, are discussions of ways to move beyond
the Òtyranny of textsÓ and master narratives about the past, which are seen 
as lacking interpretive power to explain the incredible diversity of human re-
sponses to historical situations. For example, some archaeologists have called
for a new historical archaeology that looks Òback from the edgeÓ (Funari and
Hall 1999). Among the many things that this means is the idea that it is possi-
ble to transcend the disciplinary oddities of American archaeology, such as
those mentioned above, and consider local histories as framing narratives on an
equal basis with European histories. For example, local histories need not be
ÒaboutÓ the rise of capitalism and world systems, or the age of exploration, but
rather can be seen as driven by local motives and situations, in� uenced in vary-
ing degrees by world events � ltered through local actors. This can be seen as
part of a larger movement to decentralize historical scholarship (Clarke and Torrence
2000; Cusick 1998b; Gosden 1999; Orser 1994; Rowlands 1998; Schmidt and
Patterson 1995). A running theme in this movement is an attempt to both shift
control of the production of archaeological knowledge to local or indigenous
people, and by doing so, make archaeological knowledge relevant to those peo-
ple (Layton 1989; Miller 1980; Moser 1995). 
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HISTORY/ARCHAEOLOGY IN ISLAND SOUTHEAST ASIA

Documentary and material data have long been used jointly to investigate
Island Southeast AsiaÕs past (Island Southeast Asia is considered here to include
the nations of Indonesia, the Philippines, Singapore, insular Malaysia and East
Timor; see Figure 1). Sir Thomas Raf� es, for example, utilized epigraphic ref-
erences and descriptions of ancient monuments to create his History of Java in
the early 19th century (Raf� es 1817). Raf� esÕ work inspired a new interest in the
antiquity of the monumental architecture of Java, and the excavation of several
temple complexes and translation of their inscriptions. This work was done
almost exclusively by European colonial scholars and administrators, and
throughout the Dutch colonial period, history and archaeology in Indonesia was
characterized by a colonialist perspective, which emphasized foreign ÒcivilizingÓ
in� uence (in this case primarily from India and the Arab world), and de-empha-
sized indigenous ingenuity (Tanudirjo 1995; Trigger 1989: 110-147). The colo-
nialist approach was also evident in studies relying primarily on documentary
data, despite the fact that some of the documents were evidently written by
Indonesians (Schrieke 1960; Wisseman Christie 1995).

A representative example of the changing uses of documents and material
data to investigate the past in Island Southeast Asia is the evolving theories of
the rise of ÒkingdomsÓ and other forms of complex polities. Archaeologists cur-
rently see the development of social ÒcomplexityÓ in the region, such as the
development of chiefdoms and early states, as linked to the growing importance
of maritime trade and resulting cultural in� uences and contacts from the out-
side world, primarily China and India after 2500 BP (Wisseman Christie 1995).
The earliest surviving written documents that describe Island Southeast Asia
date to this period, and include both texts written by ÒforeignÓ observers from
China and India, and, later, ÒindigenousÓ texts, the earliest surviving examples
being stone inscriptions. These texts de� nitively describe Island Southeast Asia
as a zone of cross-cultural interaction. As early as 2000 BP, these documents
strongly suggest that there were communities in Island Southeast Asia that were
regularly visited by traders from distant places (Ray 1989; Rockhill 1915).
Archaeologically, there is also de� nitive evidence of this interaction, including
trade goods from mainland Asia and the subcontinent, and similarities in art and
architectural styles, particularly with Hindu-Buddhist temple styles replicated in
western Indonesia (Glover 1990).

While much historical and archaeological research in Island Southeast Asia
has followed theoretical trends developed in other regions, there are some exam-
ples where the regional data has inspired theory building. One example is the
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ongoing debate on ÒIndianization.Ó The traditional view has been that state for-
mation in Indonesia required the import of people and ideas from India (Coed� s
1968). Other theorists, such as van Leur (1967), proposed the then radical the-
ory that Indonesians took an active role in the process of state formation,
although even he still believed that the one-way transmission of ideas from
India to Indonesia was an essential catalyst. More recently, and as more data
from both India and Indonesia became available, some theorists have proposed
a two-way exchange of ideas, technology and personnel (Wolters 1999). Kulke
(1990) proposes a Òconvergence hypothesisÓ that uses new data on state devel-
opment in the Bay of Bengal region of India, which had the most direct con-
tact with Island Southeast Asia during the early stages of state formation. Kulke
uses precise dating of architectural style shifts in both regions to demonstrate
that states developed in both regions at about the same time, and that in� uences
on architecture traveled in both directions (Kulke 1990). This theoretical shift,
from a focus on outside ÒcivilizationsÓ to internal forces as the source of cul-
tural innovation is mirrored in theoretical shifts away from acculturation in gen-
eral culture contact theory in other parts of the world (Cusick 1998a). Features
of this shift include a focus on the two-way transfer of ideas, in� uences and
technologies in culture contact situations, an increased concern with the speci� c
mechanisms of information transfer and a focus on local uses and meanings of
foreign ideas and material objects. This theoretical shift provides an interesting
comparison with the situation in North American archaeology. It seems that
internal innovation was emphasized in regions like Indonesia that gained inde-
pendence from colonial powers in the 1940s, before it became fashionable in
North America, where Native American societies continue to exist in a colonial
situation (MacKnight 1986; Wisseman Christie 1995).

There are several examples of innovative uses of documents and material remains
in the region. Laura Junker has also combined documentary and archaeological
sources in her studies of social complexity and trade in the Philippines from the
10th-17th century AD (Junker 1993; Junker 1994; Junker 1996; Junker 1998;
Junker 1999). In her work, Chinese, Arab and Spanish texts and Malay oral tra-
ditions provide disparate narratives about the nature of foreigner interactions
and political developments. These are compared with a relatively large set of
archaeological data from the same time period regarding local and long distance
trade and social organization at a variety of spatial scales. Contradictions be-
tween texts serve to both expose biases and illuminate the context of their pro-
duction, and ultimately to provide an analytical portal to generate questions for
the archaeological data. The result is a rich description of Philippine political
development that allows for anthropologists to compare Philippine chiefdoms
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with other chiefdom-like societies while avoiding the ÒoverhomogenizationÓ that
often results from attempts at broad comparison (Junker 1998: 292), while also
adding to regional culture history and informing other studies (Bacus 1999;
Skowronek 1998).

In Indonesia, a few historical archaeology projects have also contributed to
both regional and global anthropological theory. Bulbeck and Caldwell have
used Bugis texts in conjunction with archaeological settlement and mortuary
data to investigate shifts to chiefdoms as a result of Bugis colonization of the
Luwu region of South Sulawesi (Bulbeck 1992; Bulbeck and Prasetyo 2000; Cald-
well 1995). In this case, CaldwellÕs analysis of Bugis texts provided a starting
point for BulbeckÕs archaeological research, which also incorporated consid-
eration of oral history, myth and ethnographic analogy. While not clearly method-
ologically separate from textual analysis, the archaeological questions derive
from and in some cases depart from historical analysis. For example, while
Bugis texts and mythology suggest that their colonization of Luwu was a trans-
formative ÒeventÓ that revolutionized the region politically, archaeological data
suggest that the Bugis brought nothing new to the region, which had long been
involved in long distance trade. By re-reading the texts and myths (such as La
Galigo) against the new archaeological data, Bulbeck concludes that the origi-
nating force behind the texts and myths was the need to de� ne Bugis status,
which required promulgating heroic stories of Bugis political and economic prowess
(Bulbeck and Prasetyo 2000).

In some parts of Island Southeast Asia, archaeologists continue to search for
material expression of the complex polities described primarily in texts by for-
eigners such as the Chinese. In the Philippines, Junker (1994: 250-252) con-
cludes that the discrepancy between Chinese descriptions of elaborate and
wealthy ÒkingdomsÓ in Tanjay and archaeological remains of somewhat more
modest settlements is a result of the exaggeration of the scale of polities by the
ruling elite. In western Indonesia, where this discrepancy also apparently exists,
archaeologists have generally accepted the textual and epigraphical data at face
value, and have looked for alternate explanations to explain the discrepancies,
with the result that considerable theoretical progress has been made (though real
data remain somewhat scarce). For example, much work has been done on
developing locally appropriate models for state development (Edwards McKinnon
1984; Hall 1985; Wisseman Christie 1995; Wolters 1974), and on post deposi-
tional and landscape factors that might reduce the archaeological visibility of
certain sites (Allen 1991). Others have questioned the role of cities and urban-
ism as a necessary feature of states in Island Southeast Asia. Miksic, for exam-
ple, suggests that dense settlement characteristic of urban areas may not have
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been possible in the humid tropics until technological solutions were found for
problems with water supply and waterborne diseases (Miksic 1999; Miksic
2000).

The study of the processes by which Islam became the dominant religion in
much of Island Southeast Asia provides a somewhat different perspective. While
it is clear that the foundations of the Islamic belief system originated in regions
far removed from Island Southeast Asia, Muslim identity and practice in the
region was seen as locally distinctive by the earliest foreign observers. Unlike
traditional views of early state development, the growing presence of Islamic
thought and practice in Island Southeast Asia has always been described, at
least by outside observers, as partly a local invention, with a continuous in� u-
ence of non-Islamic indigenous belief systems. Even the earliest texts describ-
ing Muslim practice in Island Southeast Asia tended to emphasize its difference
from Muslim practice in the Middle East. Early Arab visitors to the region were
often appalled by unorthodoxies (Tibbetts 1979), while early European visitors,
who may have been looking for excuses to engage in trade with Southeast
Asians in an anti-Islam political climate in Europe, were less judgmental but
equally curious about different practices (Pires and Rodrigues 1944; Reid 1993a).
This descriptive pattern is continued in western academic analyses (Bowen
1989; Feener 1998; Geertz 1960; Hooker 1983; Milner 1983; Ricklefs 1993;
Ricklefs 1979), and may re� ect an attempt by western scholars to differentiate
Southeast Asian Òliberal IslamÓ from threatening fundamentalist forces in the
Middle East. 

Many studies by historians and cultural anthropologists have brought into
focus the different ways individual actors strategically utilized and manipulated
available religious dogma, including fundamentalist Islam, Hindu-Buddhist thought,
ancestor worship and animism (Anderson 1990; Geertz 1960). Most western
academic historians of Island Southeast Asian Islam depict history in terms of
these kinds of processes. Johns (1995), for example, has reevaluated the role of
the Su� mystic, particularly in spreading a text-centered religion like Islam
through the largely non-literate world of 13th-17th century Island Southeast
Asia. In the framework of culture contact theory, this concern with local differ-
ence could be seen as innovative. However, as studies of the history of Islam
in Island Southeast Asia have been almost entirely dependent on documentary
evidence, this concern can be attributed to the re� ection of biases inherent to
the data. Some researchers have worked to transcend these biases by critically
analyzing local texts within local contexts through lenses of local politics and
history or relationships to the diversity of Muslim practice in other places
(Feener 1998; Hooker 1983; Johns 1995).
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The power of archaeological data to provide an alternative line of evidence
that is independent of documents produced during the politically charged inter-
action between Islam and Christianity in the early modern era has not yet been
fully realized. It may have a signi� cant role in the future. Archaeological data
has been used to interpret the Islamization process in other parts of the Muslim
world (for example, Insoll 1996; 1999). The relatively few archaeological stud-
ies that address Islamization in Island Southeast Asia suggest that the history of
the process is considerably more complex than can be inferred from the written
record. My own research on the role of Islam in Eastern Indonesia provides an
example of the ways in which archaeological data used in conjunction with
texts can provide key insights into these cultural processes.

CASE STUDY: FOREIGN TRADE AND ISLAM IN THE BANDA ISLANDS

My own research has centered on questions of cross-cultural interaction in
eastern Indonesia during the 10th-17th centuries. The case study presented below
concerns the relationship between foreign trade and settlement patterns in the
Banda Islands (see Figure 2). These eleven islands were once the worldÕs sole
source of nutmeg and mace, and were visited by long distance maritime traders
from insular and mainland Asia and the Middle East for at least two millennia.
Muslim traders brought ideas as well as trade goods, and by the mid-15th cen-
tury, many Bandanese considered themselves Muslims. In the 16th and 17th cen-
turies, the islands became the site of some of the � ercest struggles for trade and
colonial dominance in the early modern era. The Banda Islanders � rst encoun-
tered Europeans in 1512 AD, with the arrival of the � rst Portuguese trading
ships. Just over a century later in 1621, the BandaÕs were irrevocably changed
when Dutch East India Company (VOC) forces, aided by Japanese mercenaries,
massacred, enslaved or banished some 90% of BandaÕs population. Dutch farm-
ers and their Asian slaves subsequently repopulated the islands, the � rst foot-
holds in what became the Dutch colonial empire in the East Indies (Hanna 1978;
Loth 1995a; Loth 1995b; Loth 1998; Masselman 1963; van der Chijs 1886). 

In this case, research was directed towards questioning received wisdom
about ÒforeignÓ in� uence in Banda, in particular the Islamization process. I used
a combination of archaeological and textual data to establish a chronology of
changing long distance trade patterns and to map the locations of foreign trade
ports. The combined data were used to analyze how Bandanese society changed
as foreign trade volume and intensity increased, particularly during the 14th-
17th centuries leading up to the Dutch colonial conquest. Combining the data
also provided insight into the cultural production of those texts and maps, and
added the dimension of those who were not recorded in written history. Banda
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archipelago settlement patterns were chosen as an aspect of Bandanese society
that could be investigated using both textual and archaeological data, and that
could also illuminate other social changes that could be investigated in subse-
quent studies, such as those at the household or village level. These results have
been described in detail in other publications (Lape 2000a; 2000b; 2000c; in
press), but will be brie� y reviewed here.

Textual Data

Textual data available for this research included a variety of descriptions,
maps and images of the islands recorded by foreigners, including Chinese, Javanese,
Arab and various European travelers and traders. Maps were a particularly use-
ful set of data, although only maps drawn by European visitors after 1512 were
located in archives. The motivations behind the making of maps were (and still
are) multiple and sometimes con� icting. In many cases, maps were made to
help future travelers � nd their way. For traders, the names and locations of prin-
cipal market or trading towns were crucial. However, maps also served politi-
cal purposes, and for these reasons the information on maps may have been
deliberately misleading. For example, trading companies may have hidden the
location of potentially pro� table trading locations to gain an advantage over
competitors (Harley and Woodward 1987; Suarez 1999; Zandvliet 1998). As
these companies were entangled in national interests, they may have altered the
geographical location of places to bring them under their political realm to con-
form to existing treaties. Treaties made with native groups may have also in� uenced
map making. Groups or settlements that refused to sign over monopoly privi-
leges may have been excluded from maps to make it seem as though there was
unanimous consent for such treaties (for other colonial situations see Fisher and
Johnston 1993; Galloway 1995; Stahl 2001). Areas that resisted foreign control
or allied with an enemy may have been shown as empty, devoid of settlement,
in some cases simply because a mapmaker was denied access to them (Trouillot
1995; Winer 1995).

Other unintentional errors creep into the texts written on maps. The tran-
scription of unfamiliar languages into European phonology may have meant that
places with unpronounceable names (for Europeans) were altered. Because maps
of Banda were often made after rather short visits to the islands, misunder-
standings, incomplete knowledge and confusions may have altered the place
names we now see on old maps. Places in Banda probably had multiple names
in the past as they do today, including sacred names and names for everyday
use. Language change on Banda itself, stimulated by the increasing numbers of
foreigners who settled there, may have altered place names over time. The fact
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that Europeans gained information through non-indigenous intermediaries such
as Turks, Malays or Javanese, all of whom spoke different languages than the
native Bandanese, probably altered the toponyms that have been recorded on
maps (Description 1598; Tweede 1601; Valentijn 1724; Wall 1928).

There are dozens of potential biases that could have altered maps from a
ÒtrueÓ representation of the physical space of Banda. However, these biases do
not simply make the maps less accurate. Geographers and historians have suc-
cessfully deconstructed maps and teased out new insights into the Òsocial world
in which [they] were producedÓ (Harley 1992: 232). Historical archaeologists
have similarly used maps as one set of documentary data to cast against other
kinds of data as a sort of test or comparison (such as Hall 2000; Winer 1995).
By contextualizing and comparing maps of late precolonial Banda with other
maps and the documentary and archaeological record, they can help us under-
stand the mindset of European visitors to Banda, and the cultural process at
work there. What mapmakers saw and how they conceived of the geographical
space of Banda was, in part, determined by and determinant of the cultural encounter
between the various European and Asian groups present in Banda. When com-
pared against the archaeological record, many biases can be exposed, and their
power as data considerably enhanced.

In the course of archival research I located 15 different maps depicting the
pre and early colonial Banda Islands that had settlement-level detail, dating
from 1570-1680. These were located in a wide variety of private collections,
archives and published sources, and are discussed in detail in my dissertation
(Lape 2000b). Five of those maps are discussed here to illustrate their use in
conjunction with archaeological data. The � rst appearance of Banda on surviving
world maps dates to an anonymous mappamundi of 1457, which was probably
informed by the account of Nicol— deÕConti, who claimed to have visited the
islands (Suarez 1999: 79). Another early map showing Banda is the Rodrigues
Map, which was probably copied from an Asian-drawn map used by the � rst
Portuguese expedition to the islands in 1512 (Cortes‹o and Mota 1987: pl. 22;
Lape 2000b: 84-85; Nakamura 1963: 28-32; Sollewijn Gelpke 1995); however,
neither of these maps show individual settlements. The earliest map to do that
in detail is the van Neck Map, which was � rst published in 1601, immediately
after the Dutch expedition commanded by Cornelius van Neck returned to
Holland from Banda and the East Indies. This particular map was probably the
� rst detailed map of the Banda Islands published in Europe, and it became extremely
in� uential on subsequent mapmaking and European ideas about the con� gura-
tion of the islands (see Lape in press for a detailed analysis of historic maps of
Banda).
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Archaeological Data

In 1997-98, I conducted archaeological survey and excavations at various late
pre-colonial sites on three of the Banda Islands aimed at locating settlements,
determining their occupation chronology and describing settlement level fea-
tures, such as exotic trade good presence, settlement-wide foodways and archi-
tectural features, particularly forti� cations. Research objectives were to collect
chronological data on settlement pattern changes, and to investigate whether
individual settlements were distinctive in terms of material markers of behavior
and settlement history in the � ve centuries leading up to the conquest of the
islands by VOC forces in 1621. Archaeological survey, excavation and most
artifact analysis were conducted during two � eld seasons. A full coverage set-
tlement analysis was not attempted (compare Fish and Kowalewski 1990), given
the short time frame available and conditions that made systematic site survey
impossible.

Rapid sediment deposition from the Gunung Api volcano has buried signs of
older settlements with a thick layer of volcanic tephra, making sites dif� cult or
impossible to see during pedestrian survey. The islands are generally either cov-
ered in dense vegetation, or currently inhabited. Many of the late pre-colonial
settlements very likely were re-occupied after the colonial conquest in 1621, and
evolved into the currently occupied towns existing today. In response to these
limitations, I attempted to locate a reasonably large sample of different settle-
ment locales dating to the late pre-colonial era through various strategies. A
total of twenty sites (de� ned as places of archaeological interest) were discov-
ered by these means and subjected to test excavations, with the objective of
identifying those sites with late pre-colonial period remains (Figure 2). Six sites
had such remains, but due to time constraints, only four of those were exca-
vated more extensively (BN1, BN2, BN4, and PA2). One additional site, PA1,
was also excavated more extensively but dated to an earlier period (c. 3200
BP). Pedestrian survey was most productive on the outer island of Pulau Ay on
land cleared for agriculture. In currently occupied towns, sites were located
through non-systematic subsurface testing in areas where we could obtain local
permission and which had reasonable security, such as the walled garden areas
of Dutch colonial houses (sites PA2, PA3 and BB4, BB5 and BB6). Some sites
were discovered because shoreline erosion had revealed older deposits in wave
cut banks (such as site BN1). Site BN4, which was located on the 16th century
shoreline, though now some 80 meters inland inside the walls of the former
VOC governorÕs house, was located through subsurface testing, guided by a
series of 18th- and 19th-century colonial period maps that documented shore-
line progradation on southern Banda Naira. A limited experiment allowing local
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oral historians to guide site selection on Banda Besar was not archaeologically
productive, although local informants often directed us to surface remains on
Pulau Ay. 

Cultural deposits were primarily midden deposits, composed of ceramics,
metal and faunal remains. Sites on Banda Naira and Banda Besar were clearly
strati� ed due to the regular deposition of culturally sterile volcanic tephra. In
some cases, these tephra lenses could be linked to historically recorded volcanic
eruption episodes. Excavation strategy was oriented to obtaining chronological
data using small (1 ´ 1 and 2 ´ 2 meter) isolated block units, for a total of 4
– 11 square meters of excavated area per site. Test pits were used to identify
site boundaries, and units were interspersed evenly across the site area, subject
to the limitations of current use and geography of the sites. Generally, the built
environment and intrasite structure remains poorly understood, though evidence
for stone structures was encountered in some cases (see Lape 2000b). As is
apparent, the archaeological data collected should not be considered a repre-
sentative sampling of human use of the islands over time and space, and it is
likely that conclusions about individual site use will change as larger areas are
tested. However, the sites that were tested archaeologically do provide informa-
tion about dates of occupation and abandonment, changes in settlement area,
trade goods and foodways that allow at least a preliminary view of settlement
patterning. Strata were dated with a series of radiocarbon dates and cross-
checked with dateable Chinese ceramic tradeware assemblages.

Synthesizing Different Lines of Evidence

In several cases, the archaeological data showed areas of human settle-
ment on the landscape that mapmakers did not depict on their maps. These
ÒunmappedÓ settlements had some characteristic features. They were typically
located in sections of the coastline that had poor boat access, particularly for
large ships. They were exposed to prevailing winds and waves, were cut off
from deep water by barrier reefs, and/or were situated on elevated terraces with
steep drop-offs or cliffs leading down to the shore. These ÒforgottenÓ settlements
were often out of sight of the central protected bay between Banda Naira,
Banda Besar and Gunung Api Islands. In addition to these common geographic
features, some of these unmapped settlements (and one settlement that was
mapped, described below) also showed archaeological evidence of non-Islamic
occupation. While all but one of the ÒmappedÓ settlements lacked remains of
pig in their faunal assemblages, and were typically � rst occupied beginning in
the 11th-12th centuries, unmapped settlements often had a longer occupation
chronology (dating to the 5th century or earlier) and had substantial amounts of
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pig bones in pre-colonial contexts (although there is some variation, pig is gen-
erally not eaten by Muslims; see Insoll 1999; Reid 1993b; 1995). My interpreta-
tion of this pattern was that non-Islamic settlements in Banda were either invis-
ible to European chroniclers or intentionally not recorded. European chronicles
suggest that European traders had more contact and trade relationships with Muslim
oriented settlements in Banda, despite the prevailing opposition to Islam that
characterized the European colonial project in the East Indies.

A speci� c example of this pattern involves two settlements located on the
island of Banda Naira, located on the north and south ends of the island. In tex-
tual sources, the two settlements are both identi� ed in the earliest European
maps and descriptions of the islands dating to the late 16th century. While the
earliest descriptions of the two settlements suggest that they were of equivalent
size and prominence in trade, by 1615 the northern settlement appeared to be
declining in size and in� uence. The northern settlement (known by various sim-
ilar names such as Labbetacca), is protected by a barrier reef, and completely
disappears in post conquest (post 1621) maps, while the southern settlement
(originally known as Nera, a name that later described the entire island) is
located inside the protected Banda Bay and became the new colonial center, and
is today the largest town and administrative center of the islands. 

Seven square meters of archaeological site BN1, which appears to be the
remains of Labbetacca, were excavated at various parts of the site. These exca-
vations produced a faunal assemblage dominated by pig bones, distinctive earth-
enware pottery with incised decoration, remains of Chinese ceramics dating to
the 10th century and possibly as early as the 5th century AD, and evidence for
human cremation burials. A portion of the site was bounded by the remains of
a coral block wall parallel to the shoreline that would have been at least 2
meters in height and 30-40 meters long during the 14th-16th centuries. The ear-
liest occupation dated to the 5th century, with evidence of abandonment by the
mid-17th century. The site is currently used as an agricultural � eld. 

Two archaeological sites were located on the presumed locale of the settle-
ment of Nera (BN2 and BN4), and a total of 15 square meters were excavated
from the two sites. The earliest occupation levels dated to the 12th century AD,
and the pre-colonial faunal assemblage was dominated by � sh and completely
lacked pig. These sites also lacked the distinctive decorated earthenware of site
BN1, and there were no human remains found. Site BN2 also had a coral block
wall parallel to the shoreline.

Following the synthesis of the archaeological and documentary evidence, the
questions remained, what roles did apparently non-Islamic settlements such as
Labbetacca play in the nutmeg trade economy and the Bandanese resistance to
European colonial objectives? Why were they established earlier, in less acces-
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sible sections of the coast, and why did they disappear by the mid-17th century?
My approach to answering these questions was to revisit the archival record

to search for additional clues about divisions in Bandanese society that may
have followed religious/ethnic lines. These clues were not apparent to me on the
� rst reading of the texts. While some texts described factional splits and battles
between different villages in Banda, the factions were described as political
rather than religious in nature. Labbetacca and Nera were members of rival fac-
tions according to early Dutch chronicles. One description from the early 17th
century describes a violent battle between the settlements and their allies
(Tweede 1601: 32). However, a close reading of personal names and titles of
village leaders, for example, revealed that so-called political divisions closely
followed lines of religious identity that European chroniclers may not have been
aware of, and that religion, ethnicity and politics were not necessarily separate
categories for the Bandanese (Lape in press).

A deeper reading of this text and others that describe the two settlements
reveals other clues. The names and political titles of men from Labbetacca
recorded on Dutch treaty documents revealed that typical Bandanese Muslim
political titles (such as Imam and Syabandar ) were not used in Labbetacca.
Other clues in regional oral traditions also suggest that Labbetacca was the
more ancient center of political power, perhaps associated with pre-Islamic
belief systems (Lape 2000b: 286-297). 

In this case, textual and archaeological data were given equal interpretive
weight and used in concert to generate hypotheses that were tested against each
other. While limited and subject to considerable bias, when used together these
data sets allowed for insights beyond what either could provide alone. In par-
ticular, archaeological patterns suggested a second reading of the texts, which
in turn showed evidence for cultural processes that the original recorders of the
text may not have noticed. It appears that internal divisions of Bandanese soci-
ety followed religious lines, which overlaid geographical and historical lines.
This suggests that Islamization in Banda was not all encompassing and instan-
taneous, but affected different settlements at different times. As discussed in
other publications (Lape 2000a; 2000b; 2000c), 16th and early 17th-century
documents also suggest that this uneven Islamization process caused signi� cant
con� ict within Bandanese society, and that European colonizers were able to use
these internal divisions to their advantage in the colonial conquest. The colonial
conquest, in this interpretation, was not a simple matter of overwhelming Dutch
military force overcoming an inferior Bandanese resistance, but rather the result
of the long-term processes of Bandanese factionalization that had its origins in
changing economic forces and the geography of belief. 
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Despite the potential suggested by these examples, Island Southeast Asia 
continues to lag behind other regions in both the quantity of archaeological
studies, and the integration of those studies into global theoretical concerns. Scholars
have long called for improvements in this arena, and have demonstrated the
clear need for more archaeological data (Bellwood 1997; Hutterer 1982; MacKnight
1986; Tanudirjo 1995). However, political unrest, bureaucratic obstacles to for-
eign research permission, lack of funding and institutional support for indige-
nous archaeologists, and lack of open exchange of theories and data between
scholars in different disciplines have continued to limit the amount and the use-
fulness of historical archaeological research in the region. While it could be
argued that historians have not been subject to these constraints, since their
source data is in accessible archives in Southeast Asian capital cities or in
Europe, it is likely that there are some documentary sources as yet untapped by
historians in Asia with relevance to Island Southeast Asia. Oral history simi-
larly has been underutilized, as both historians and archaeologists have strug-
gled with its shifting and subjective meanings (Bowen 1989). 

This review of historical archaeology in Island Southeast Asia, while not
exhaustive, still suggests that there is considerable potential for new ways of
combining textual and material data in the study of the past. Because Island
Southeast Asia has been a cultural crossroads for so long, most of the region
has been a part of the historical record of other places for more than a millen-
nia, even if it lacked an indigenous written record in some earlier periods.
Unlike the situation in North America, where early textual descriptions are
almost universally from the point of view of European colonists, historic texts
in Island Southeast Asia are written from a wide variety of cultural points of
view and time periods, allowing for comparative analyses. Island Southeast Asia
has not had as sharp an arti� cial disciplinary boundary between historic and
prehistoric archaeology as North America has, and a greater proportion of
archaeologists have straddled these periods. Finally, while there have been some
abuses of the direct historical method and analogy, in general archaeologists
have been careful to explicitly separate different lines of evidence in their analy-
ses. The results, particularly in recent work in the region, have been advances
in methods of combining multiple data sets that should see wider application,
both in Island Southeast Asia and in other places.
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